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Ordination of women
discussed at Western
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by Tim Mulder
developing out of the resistance to
This
week
the
Episcopal allow women to fulfill the posiChurch's House of Bishops met in tions within the institutional
Portland, Maine, to censure three church that they feel called to."
bishops who officiated at the unShe went on to say that it isauthorized ordination of women the responsibility of institutions
into the priesthood in Philadel- like Western Theological to help
phia last July.
denominations like the Reformed
CONCURRENTLY, in Hoi- Church to make the transition.
land, Michigan, at Western TheoALTHOUGH there are a numlogical Seminary, there was an ber of women students at both
Institute on Women in the Minis- Reformed
Church
seminaries,
try last Monday through Wednes- there has never been a graduate of
day. Gergy and laymen from all either school who has gone on to
o p e e d l l
sections of the Reformed Church, become a minister in the denomias well as over fifteen Hope stu- nation. This is due in part to the
dents attended the three-day ses- fact that, at this time, the Resion designed to present a cross- formed Church does not sanction
section of opinion and study
the ordination of women to be
concerning the issue.
ministers of the Word.
According to Mimi Baar, one
Despite the denominational
of the Hope co-eds in attendence,
ruling there* is, in New York, a
one of the basic questions the
woman minister of a Reformed
©Hkindg
group wrestled with was how to Church. She was a graduate of
interpret what the Bible says another denomination's seminary
about women's roles in the church
and was ordained by that denomiVolume 8 8 - 9
Hope College, Holland, Michigan 49423
October 31,1975 and society.
nation, but accepted a call from a
Reformed. Church congregation.
BAAR STATED that, "The
Bible doesn't' clearly define the
AT THIS summer's meeting of
female's role in the church, or the General Synod, the governing
ordination, or any separation of
body of the Reformed Church, it
the layity and clergy."
was decided that she could remain
She went on t o point out
in her present position, but that
Martin
Luther's
Reformation no other woman was to be acthesis of "the priesthood of all cepted into the Reformed Church
believers."
as a minister until such a time as
SOME
OF
THE
lecture
speakthe General Synod would reverse
"I admit it. We do have a
is the great-great granddaughter of
ers
suggested
that
the
Bible
be
its
position.
double standard of admission for
Van Raalte and is involved in
seen not only in literal terms, but
This coming spring the questhe Hope Vienna Summer ProGerman and Sociology.
also
from
cultural
and
historical
tion
of ordination of women will
gram." Dr. Fried, professor of
As students take off from
vantage
points.
once again come before the dehistory and director of internaDetroit on June 8, they will be
Kristi
Droppers,
another
Hope
nomination's classes for a vote. If
tional education, frankly stated,
part of the 20th anniversary of
student
and
assistant
to
Chaplain
it
is passed it is almost certain that
"If there's a Hope student that
the Hope Vienna Summer ProHillegonds,
said
that
she
could
the General Synod will amend its
wants to participate, he is adgram. Yet, last year the program
foresee
an
unhealthy
schism
ocruling at its summer session and
mitted into the program. It exists
did not exist. Dr. Fried gave two
curring
in
the
church
over
the
permit the ordination of women.
for Hope College." However,
reasons: low enrollment, caused
forced
isolation
of
women
from
Even if that does happen there
non-Hope students are evaluated
by the initiation of the German
becoming
ministers
of
the
Word.
is
no
assurance that the question
as to what they can contribute to
program and also the Vienna
"
I
CAN
SEE
the
possibility
of
of
the
woman's role in the church
this program.
Summer Program was designed
a
woman's
theological
seminary
will be settled.
Students apply from a long list
wrong. When planning the sum-s
of schools including Hope, Calvin,
mer of '7 5, three week sessions
the University of California and
with two weeks of free touring in
Harvard. The group that goes
between was designed.
usually has 23 students and half
It didn't work because "it
ANCHORED INSIDE
of them are from Hope. The
interrupted play and study,"
variety of people who venture out
stated Fried. So the '76 summer
into Vienna are from a wide range
curriculum was scheduled differBrown on Brown
of backgrounds and all of them
ently. Fried said that, "Although
contribute to the mixture.
Mammoth Measurements
enrollment has dropped since the
...page 7
The Hope Vienna Summer
60's, he expects a rise in the
Death be not proud
...page 4
Program aims to give students the
number of students that go this
opportunity to combine educacoming summer.
PAUL FRIED
tion with the Austrian cultural
and social environment. The type
of program offered for the sum- course entitled, "Opera and the
mer of '76 gives the student many Vienna Tradition." In addition to
options.
this, the Vienna Music Festival
In the past, the foreign summer events will be occurring. The
school has lasted for six weeks; teacher for this study will be Felix
yet this summer, it will be broken Mozler, a past director of the
up into two-three week sessions Vienna Choir.
with a long weekend in between.
During the second session, an
A student can either choose to art history course will be featured,
by Samme Orwig .
publicity chairman.
AND SO we have arrived once
study three weeks or stay for the "European Art of the Baroque
The Nykerk cup competition
THIS COMMITTEE chooses again at the time when preparaentire session. Fried is excited and Rococo." This program will
had its beginning on March 16th,
the judges, who now have no tions for this event are well
about this new arrangement be- use Vienna's vast architectural and
1936, with the freshmen women
academic affiliation with the col- underway. Some women have
cause, "we can get some special artistic resource. Other programs
winning a victory over the sopholege. There are a total of 9 judges, been working since last year for
people for a shorter period of for the economic and sociological
mores in the contest of play,
with 3 judging for each division. this single night of competition.
time. Most experts are unable t o student will be offered that will
oration and song. The contest was
Thus each area has its own Organization for the songs have
spend six weeks of their time, but involve personal contact with
judged by three Hope faculty
specialized judgment before the been executed by sophomore
are willing to be involved for three Austrians working in these fields
members and two outsiders. The
final decision is made.
coach Norma O'Brien and freshweeks."
outsiders were chosen by the
and with the Austrian institutions.
An outstanding point about
man coach Myra Koops.
With this idea in mind, the
The courses are all taught by
student council.
Nykerk is the number of people
Orations are being coached by
major attraction for the first the European faculty. However,
THE CUP was awarded to the
who are involved in the competi- Karen Strock for the sophomores
session will be a music history one of the teachers, Debbie Bock,
freshman class by Dr. J. B.
tion in one way or another. Not and Marian Voetberg and Sarah
Nykerk, and the name of the class
only do the contestants and their Koeppe for the freshmen. The
was engraved on the prize.
coaches work together, but the sophomore play is directed by
Before the event took place, it
morale guys and even the junior Rita Henrickson and the freshmen
was doubtful as to whether or not
and senior classes get involved in have Wendy Greenwood and Carol
the Nykerk competition would
the preparatory activities.
Vandenberg as their directors.
become a reality, as the date for
the event had been postponed
several times. The contestants
were described as "practicing hard
so as to make a success of what
Tonight, October 31, will be from 9 to 11 p.m. Again the will become a f u t u r e event."
the day of the SAC Halloween admission is free. The music will
SINCE THAT beginning conParty. Under the Happenings be provided by "Sheer Energy," a test, the Nykerk competition has
Subcommittee of SAC, the party four piece band.
taken place every year. The
IMAGINUS under the sponsor- brandt, Escher, Wyeth, Breughel,
will be from 9 to 12 midnight in
The SAC film series this sophomores have had a total of 23 ship of THE OPUS, presents an Homer and many others.
the DeWitt Ballroom.
weekend will feature The Mad
wins, while the freshmen have had
exhibition and sale of Fine Art
There is also a selection of
A professional square dance Adventures
of 'Rabbi'
Jacob.
16.
reproductions on Nov. 5 and 6, Turkish, Oriental, Egyptian, Incaller will be there to lead Gene Shalit, of NBC's Today
Over the years, many changes from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., in Phelps dian and Persian reproductions.
students in this form of dance. Show,
called this film "Mar- have taken place. Instead of
Hall: South Entry.
There are over 400 different
Games will also be provided velou^ly, uproariously f u n n y ! For having the student council in
During this two-day event stu- paintings from which to choose.
throughout the evening. Saga has laughing out loud, you've got t o charge of general organization, a dents have an unusual opportunFor a reasonable price students
agreed to sell cider and donuts in see this movie." The film will be Nykerk committee is chosen every ity to view an extensive collection
may select reproductions of qualthe Kletz for five cents apiece. shown both Friday and Saturday
year. This committee is composed of the finest paintings in Western ity i n d distinction. We invite you
Admission to the dance is free.
nights in Winants Auditorium at of a representative from each culture. Assembled together will t o participate in this unique culSaturday night the Pit will fill 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. Admission is class, a general chairman, a SAC be the works of Monet, Dali, tural program.
with the sounds of jazz and rock $ 1 . 0 0 .
i
representative, treasurer and a Picasso, Van Gogh, Renoir, Rem-

Schedule changed

Vienna Program revised

>

History revealed

Women vie for Nykerk Cup
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SAC plans exciting

Halloween weekend

OPUS offers chance

to buy works of art
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New intentions, perspectives mark Brown's return
by Barbara Brown

and attended graduate courses in
theology and psychology.
Brown stated, "My main purpose in attending the graduate
classes was to see how psychology
and theology are integrated into a
Ph.D. clinical degree program."
HE EXPRESSED a feeling of
"uniqueness" for this type of program because the student comes
out with a theological-psychological background and degree at the
Ph.D. level, with the ultimate intent of the program being *^0
create
Christian
psychotherapists."
Brown was extremely impressed with the curriculum, the
method pf involvement of the
student and the quality of the
student (both professionally and
personally) that emerges from the
program.
"WHILE AT the Seminary,"
commented Brown, "1 developed
a topical seminar entitled •Human
Values and Personology,' t o be
offered here at Hope next semester and will deal with the ethnical

BROWN ALSO mentioned the
dilemma that is faced today by
personologists and psychothera- unusualness of the idea that the
title of psychologist* (as an occupists."
From
sunny
California, pation) was a foreign term t o
Brown's travels took him to most people in Germany, DenEurope t o investigate the depart- mark, Stockholm and somewhat
ments of psychology to look at in Norway.
' Dr. Brown returned from his
what and how psychology is being
sojourn in June to teach summer
taught at different universities.
HIS FIRST stops were in Ger- school at Hope and while doing
many at the Universities of Mun- this, he formulated a paper enich, Hamburg and Dusseldorf. titled "Reflections on Awareness"
From Germany, Brown went to which is now in the final stage of
Sweden, arrived at the Psykolo- completion, soon to be submitted
giska Institutionen a t ' the Uni- for publication.
versity of Uppsala, visited the
"1 came back from my experiUniversity of Stockholm and then ence with new intentions and new
journeyed to the University of perspectives about what I am
Oslo in Norway.
doing here at Hope. I've been here
Brown's impressions . of the for 15 years and this was my first
countries and schools were quite time away, giving me a new appredifferent fromwhat i expected ciation for what this college is and
them to be. In all of the universi- can be to a student."
ties Brown travelled to, he found
t h e m ' p a c k e d with students, each
school with a long waiting list of
students to get in and most classes
were large lecture sessions, with
no opportunity for student-professor interraction.
BROWN REMARKED, "The
During the week of November
depth of research and equipment
that Hope has in its psychology 3-7, many academic departments
department far surpassed many of will have personnel available daily
the departments that 1 visited and from 4-5:30 p.m. to talk with
I felt extremely fortunate in being freshmen and sophomores who
concerning
involved with a department with need • information
We Have Everything You Need
such diversities of orientation and courses in those departments.
The purpose is to give students
skills."
Stt Thi Ntw No Wax Skit
a chance t o talk on a one t o one
His observations of the counbasis with a knowledgeable person
tries, with regard to their schools,
was that social psychology seemed
about 1) courses to take to sample
their interest in the major; 2)
to be the predominant field area
254 River
good sequencing of courses; 3)
taught and saw that there was no
396-4684
At 11th.
real evidence of the schools pre- ways to combine interests in 2 or
10% down lay a way
more departments; 4) what they
paring a student for applied psychology as an occupation.
should consider in choosing t o
major in that department; 5) sper
cial' interests of the faculty, and
any other questions they have.
MICHIGAN CITIZENS FOR LIFE CONVENTION
' Students are urged t o take advantage of this opportunity to get
clear informatiod so that they
Pantlind Hotel - November 7 & 8
may be better prepared for Spring
semester registration the following
week.
The program is designed to
meet the needs of those students
Friday, November 7 - Registration 2:00-9:00 p.m. Students $7.50
grappling with the question of
which major they eventually want
Opening Session 7:00 p.m. Keynote Address-Mildred Jefferson M.D.
to choose and how best to prepare
for that decision.

For those of you who are
wondering, "What happened to,
and where was Dr. Brown (no,
he's Rpt my father) last semester?," I have some good news. Dr.
Robert S. Brown, associate professor of psychology is now back
at Hope after being on sabbatical
last semester.
IN JANUARY, Brown was invited as* a "post-doctoral fellow"
to teach in the Graduate School
of Psychology at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California.
During the winter term (from
January until March), he taught a
seminar entitled "Humanistic Psychology" t o fourth year graduate
students and at the ^ m e time was
involved in numerous other activities.
HE SERVED on a Doctoral
Comprehensive
Examination
Committee, supervised three clinical interns in the Los Angeles
area, worked at a psychological
clinic about four hours a week

Academic departments
give course information

CROSS COUNTRY
SKI EQUIPMENT

H'eiiaUe,

w mus

9:00 p.m. Meet your legislators

Saturday, November 8 - Registration 7:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
General Session 8:45 a.m.—10:30 a.m. Alternatives to Triage and
The Lifeboat Ethic.. ~
Rev. Richard Newhouse, author of " I n Defense of People"
Workshops 10:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
National Youth Pro-Life Coalition
Teaching Young People Life Issues-Valerie Dillon
Legislation-Stephen Monsma (D) Grand Rapids
Edgar Fredericks (R)

ROBERT BROWN

For information concerning
what the office hours are for the
department you are interested in,
contact the department chairman
or consult the list posted in the
counseling office.
Students are also urged to
watch for announcements of special departmental programs during
the Community Hour next Thursday. Several departments will be
holding group sessions on preregistration concerns.
v

Prof attends
MMTA conf.
Jantina Holleman, associate
professor and chairman of the
piano faculty at Hope, attended
the state conference of the Michigan Music Teachers Association .at
Kalamazoo Monday, Oct. 21.
Holleman is the chairman of
collegiate activities of the organization, which promotes professional development of state music
teachers, as well as competitions
for students.

Social science journal
publishes Strand article
Dr. Wilson Strand, assistant
professor of history, is the author
of an article entitled "David
Hume, Historian" published in the
autumn issue of Social Science,
the official journal of the National
Social Science Honor Society, Pi
Gamma Mu.

In the article Prof. Strand
points out that the famous eighteenth century philosopher was
better known in his own time as a
historian, yet his monumental History of England has been almost
totally neglected for more than a
century.

Holland

S

Child Abuse-Edward F. Lenoski M.D.
Women and Life-Constance Redbird Uri M.D.

Unclaimed
Scholarsltips

Religion and Politics-Reverend Clifford Bajema, author of
"Abortion: The Meaning of Personhood"
Lunch 12:30 p.m.—1:45 p.m.

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15 1975

Workshops 2:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Hospice-Living with Dignity . . . Sylvia Lack M.D.
Origins for Negative Attitudes Toward Children . . .

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

s

11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, OA 90025

Edward F. Lenoski M.D.

•

Alternatives to Abortion . . . Lori Nelson, WE (Women Exploited)
Chicago, Diane Kincaid R.N. Birthright, Kalamazoo
Make a Difference in " 7 6 "

Closing Remarks 5:30 p.m.-€:00 p.m. Kenneth Van Der Hoef, Esq.,
past president of the National Right to Life Committee

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAMED SCHOLARSHPS SOURCES TO:

One Year with Right to Life

General Session 3:45 p.m.-6:00 p.m. Effective Pro^Life Politics

S3,500,000

i
i

Name.
Address.
City.

.State.

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

-Zip-
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A president's nightmare
by Robert Eckert
The other day a pregnant thought was conceived
in my mind. I'd just told a story about D. Ivan
Dykstra that I'd heard from my sister. It was the
account of an encounter she had with the sage 11
years ago. It struck me that D. Ivan Dykstra had
indeed been at Hope a long time, teaching that
same, wonderful course. This was the thought I then
thought: "What will happen to Hope College when
D. Ivan Dykstra retires?"
THE THOUGHT continued with me for a long
time. It was a question that had to be answered. But
I knew, considering the subject of my inquiry, that
no mortal lips would be able to reveal the answer to
me. Finally one night a vision came to me. I
dreamed I had a conversation with President Van
Wylen, and in my dream I learned of the president's
nightmare.
"What will happen to Hope College when D. Ivan
Dykstra retires?" I asked.
4t
OH, MY G o d ! " the president exclaimed. I knew
he had a good deal of respect for the man but that
was going too far. "Do you know something 1 don't
k n o w ? " he asked desperately.
•'Nothing like that," I assured him, " b u t one of
these days D. Ivan Dykstra will find he's not as spry
as he used to be and will have t o give up waving his
arms and throwing chalk."
"YOU'RE right," the President concurred. "I
stay up nights worrying about it, but I'm at a loss.
No one else on the faculty can carve meat as well as
he can. Who'll stand by my side at the Ox Roast?"
I had more practical concerns on my mind. I
asked, "Don't you realize that Introduction to
Liberal Studies is the thread that holds a Hope
education together? I mean D. Ivan Dykstra is not
just a professor who happens to be at Hope College,
he's a Hope College professor. He is to a Hope
education what the Kletz is to theater majors. We
can't get along without him. As he might say, 'What
do we do when he does retire?' "

AGAIN THE President agreed with me; I was
sure it was a dream. "You're exactly right. Without
D. Ivan Dykstra we might as well chuck the whole
liberal arts format. We'll have our new phys. ed.
center by the time he retires. Maybe we can go into
physical therapy for the rehabilitation of the
long-legged children of Dutch Reformed missionaries in Japan who have been crippled by trying to
fit under those low tables they have."
. "Don't you think that would put a lot of
pressure on the admissions office?" I asked.
"Sure, but what else can we do? There's no one
here to take his place. Heerema can't grow a beard,
lams has got a beard, but he just doesn't have the
same stage presence. Arandjelovic was a possibility
until he started painting signs. Hillegonds moves too
fast; students are used to sleeping in that class."
I'D BEGUN to sink tp the same depths of
depression as the President had. "Have you no rays
of hope for Hope?"
"There's one. We're grooming some students now
from whom we'll be able to choose a successor. You
know those students who ask three paragraph
questions when there are only 30 seconds left of
class time?"
"AREN'T THOSE the same ones who take the
teacher seriously when he asks the class to carry on
without him?"
"Right, they're the same ones who take half of
class time trying to relate the lectures in French III
to Aristotlean concepts of reality when neither the
class nor the teacher cares about either."
At that point I woke up. I left my dream world
and returned to the real world. The real world,
where I knew D. Ivan Dykstra would never retire,
where I knew Hope had the laws of eternity on its
side, where I knew that some day Dr. Reynolds
would tune in a Star Trek episode where Kirk
discovered a mysterious million-year-old man with a
beard who spoke a strange language he called
ILS-113.
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HOMECOMING -1975- - Lynn Hambleton and Dwayne Boyce were
chosen Homecoming Queen and King during halftime festivities at the
football game last Saturday.

HESmCB PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
Name
Address
City
State

Zip

C.B. radios gain popularity on American highways
by Kenneth Lobb
"10-4, thanks for the smokey
info, good buddy
My handle
is the Bearded Gentleman, come
on . . . Oh, good 3's to you, too,
good buddy
"
FOR 2 0 years citizens' band
radios were used exclusively by a
few knowledgeable truck drivers
on the open road during long
cross-country hauls.
Today C.B. is on the verge of
finding its way into every vehicle
that moves. Virtually every hardcore trucker now owns at least
one, and the two-way metal
phenomenon has filtered down to
businessmen, workers, teenagers
and several curious Hope students.

ADVERTISED as easy to install and easy to operate, $60 is all
it takes to buy a C.B., more
expensive than a passing folly
would allow, but still cheaper
than most addictive hobbies. A
fairly good set goes for $200, and
super-dupers for $450.
The extensive coded lingo used
over the C.B. has a crude dignity
all its own, and distinguishes the
breed of C.B. users from the rest
of the world.
AN
ELEMENT of lonely
travelers and truck drivers has
always been there, but the citizen's band radio gives them a
voice,
with
terms such as
"Smokey the-Bear," which means

policeman; or "handle," which
means ( code name; or "ears,"
which means the C.B. itself, all
cast within the standard 10-code
transmitting system.
DRIVING ON Eighth Street in
Holland, a typical C.B.er might
reach for the microphone and
conduct a conversation like this:
"Break 1 - 0 " . . . .
Soon
thereafter
a
voice
crackles over the speaker, "Go
ahead, breaker
"
The driver now knows there is
someone out there to listen to
him. He continues, "I need a copy
of the Little Toad . . . Is the Little
Toad out there in this tulip patch
tonight? . . . Come on
"

THERE IS silence for a second
or two. The driver has requested
to speak with someone specific, in
this case the Little Toad.
"Yeah, you got him, 10-4
"
The Toad is on his C.B. tonight?
too. "What's your handle, good
buddy?"
"You've got the Bearded Gentleman here on Eighth Street ir
front of the Holland t h e a t e r . . .
What's your 10-20, Toad? . . . "
"I'M ' C R U I S N T down here
around 16th and Columbia . . .
,Glad to see you've got your ears
on tonight, good buddy. . . . "
"I always do, 10-4 . . . I'll be
standing on the side for awhile, so
if anything's going down tonight,
I sure would appreciate the
info
"
" T H A T ' S A 10-4, Bearded
Gentleman . . . I'll let you know
about that info . ; . Until then,
have a real good night and we'll
catch you later
"
"10-4."
^ And so it goes. A friendly
Nine large acrylic and oil
This work includes one three- arrowheads were brought up by conversation v between two anonypaintings created as A Tribute to
dimensional sculpture painting the plows.
.mous C.B.ers wanting to know if
the American Indian by Michigan
and is related t o the Indian
She says that "the Indian
there is any excitement tonight.
artist Joanna Linsalata will be
Nations in color, form and emo- feathers that were always blowing
THE CONVERSATION is also
shown at Hope's DeWitt Cultural
tional content. The artist, who across my brain's eye were my art an illegal one, since neither the
Center Art Gallery November 1 works near Rochester, Michigan, heritage." In these paintings she Bearded Gentleman nor the Little
through 21.
was b o m on an Ohio farm where acknowledges her debt t o clean, Toad have been issued an FCCbrilliant color and linear clarity, approved operator's license. There
and in absolutely contemporary are many more among them,
technique, makes her statements however, which parallels the inconcerning the emotional impact creasing number of over-all C.B.
borne to her by these earlier users.
American artists.
Every one out of 39 "fourLinsalata
is
pleased
by wheelers" allegedly has a citizen's
Hope's invitation to show this band radio in it, while one out of
homage to a great and troubled every four t r u c k 8 - u 1 8 wheelpeople. "I am also happy to see e r s " - c a n make ther same claim. A
Hope's Art Department thriving license costs $4, but since this fee
and growing at a time when is often viewed as a donation to
economic difficulties are forcing the government, very few licensed
cut-backs in art elsewhere in our call-numbers are heard over the air
state. This is a complement to as required by law.
Hope's active and excellent art
The so-called proper purpose
staff and students," the painter of the C.B. traditionally has been
says.
t o advise other travelers of road
The opening reception will be
conditions, accidents, and other
Saturday, November 1, at 8:00
hazards to driving, especially at
INDIAN TRIBUTE - Joanna Linsalate, Michigan artist, will presem dn p.m. in the DeWitt Cultural night, when most truck driven
exhibition of her paintings in the DWCC Art Gallery beginning Novem- Center Art Gallery. The artist will take t o the highway.
ber 5th.
be'present.
BUT BESIDES generally talk-

Tribute to Indians

Linsalata to exhibit paintings

ing about nothing, which is the
case often with local users not
traveling anywhere, the C.B. is
used by many to avoid policemen,
radar traps and the like.
THE LITTLE Toad says every
policeman knows he is referred to
as "Smokey the Bear," and a lot
of C.B.ers do not have a license,
and that much more than just
road conditions are transcribed
over the air. Because of this, he
says, police often have mixed
feelings toward C.B.ers, too.
At the Holland police department, the feeling is one of interest
but low priority.
" S U R E , WE have a base station
here in the building which is kept
on 24 hours a day, but we rarely
give the messages much attention," says Col. Dick Overkamp.
"We think the citizen's band radio
is a useful gimmick if it is used
right.
"We don't like all the mis-use
of the instrument, and therefore
we usually rely on other sources
for our information. , r
THE EMERGENCY channel is
nine in most sections of the
country. Most C.B.s have 23%
channels on the dial, but they can
go up t o 69 channels or as low as
three or one.
The most listened to channel is
channel 10, also known as the
National Truckers' Channel. Most
C.B.s will start their conversations
on channel 10; and, if there are
many other distracting conversations, will switch up or down t o
another channel with whomever
they are speaking.
The future direction of C.b. is
still uncertain at this point. Some
think the situation will get blown
out of proportion, some think
C.B. is just a passing fad and some
think it is just getting an abnormally large amount of publicity
lately.
In any case, when the Jelly
Belly drives along the highway
with his C.B. turned on, h e l l be
getting a 10-mile radius full of
jargon and an audience which can
make him the star.
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Goodyear praised
f

It is nice to know that there are still
corporations like Goodyear around. We
thought that most of the corporations with
any sense of decency had disappeared.
The Goodyear blimp is publicity for the
•
M. .
y , company. In addition to its being good
publicity, Goodyear realfees the potential of its number one advertising trademark and
allows it to be used for the public good.
Approximately 75% of the night time advertising is public service in nature. These
range from conserve energy reminders and gas-saving tips to ecology oriented messages /
and the support of such worth causes as the United Fund, Christmas Seals, the
American Cancer Society, and dozens of other community projects.
The pilot of the blimp, Don McDuff, said that quite often the blimp will go as far as
200 miles out of its way to fly over big cities and help them advertise for a fund raising
effort for a worthy cause in that city.
Durint the daylight hours, when the America is not taking up people for the
Goodyear corporation, the blimp plays an important role in daylight activities.
The America has lent herself to such important efforts as air and noise pollution
studies, traffic surveys, marine life aerial studies, projects by law enforcement agencies
to improve methods of patrol and the production of many educational TV programs.
If there were more good corporate citizens like Goodyear, the United States would
have fewer of the problems that it has today.

Letters

Service to be recreated
What do William Penn, George Fox,
supposedly Richard Nixon and oatmeal all
have in common? No, stickiness is not the
answer.
The Quakers are a very fascinating
people with a mystical and unique form of
worship. When done right, a Quaker service
can be an extremely meaningful experience.

This Sunday night at 10 p.m. in the
DeWitt Faculty Lounge, we will try to
recreate a Quaker atmosphere of worship.
As preparedness is an essential element for
this experience, it is important to make
dear what the service will entail.
The first 10 minutes or so will be spent
in complete silence, each person individually worshipping God. The idea is to quiet
the heart and mind, and to "wait upon the
Lord." After the silence, people may spontaneously speak as they are moved by the
Holy Spirit or "Inner Light."
Scripture, songs sung a capella or a piece
of sharing, sometimes personal but more
often objective are the most common
expressions of worship. Dialogue is not
encouraged between people, as the traditional mode is a more objective monologue
with people being moved to share some
teachings of the Holy Spirit.
The silence lets others internalize these
messages. This is not to be confused with a
charismatic experience, however.
People planning to participate in this
service are asked to prepare themselves
ahead of time for the silence, to bring with
them something they might want to share,
and to come with hearts which are open,
and seeking the Word and peace of God.
Carolyn Walburn

Kraak's opinion
is questioned
I would like to respond to Mr. Kraak's
pious effort to point out secular tendencies
in Mr. DeWeese's essay and to protect
Christian's from such tendencies.
I spent last semester living and working
in a ghetto church in South Philadelphia.
There I confronted, a different perspective
to life that invoked not only a cultural
challenge but .also a penetrating introspection. The tremendous impact of those
experiences compelled me to examine my
beliefs and values.
Hence, I can clearly empathize with Mr.
DeWeese's personal reactions to Pakistan,
for they are similar to my own. Mr. Kraak
objectively analyzes such profound experiences, at a very comfortable distance, and
neatly categorizes them into Christian and
non-Christian.
Instead of internally struggling with the
events I encountered, apparently ail I have
to do is find the correct Biblical passages

and then categorize my experiences (i.e..
Humanism, Christianity, etc.).
However, my untarnished Biblical spectacles got a little tainted by the world. 1
seriously wonder whether 1 should attempt
to fit those experiences into my preconceived 'white' middle-class interpretation of Christianity. This would be like
fitting my big feet into last year's shoes.
I am not saying that Christianity is
outmoded or that its message is perspectively inadequate. What 1 am saying is what
Albert Camus said better: "I can only live
with what I can know."
Perhaps in situations such as Pakistan or
Philadelphia, a religious person has to have
the courage to put the belief in God aside
in order to make contact once again with
existential reality. Why? So that he can see
the world as it is and not what it has t o be
in order to fit a virginal untainted belief
system.
I am not
advocating Humanism,
Atheism, or Christianity, but only advocating the opening of one's eyes to what
Camus called " t h e blood-stained face of
history." Let's shape our beliefs out of our
struggles with life's experiences, no matter
how " u n o r t h o d o x . "
Let's not determine the meaning of
life's events by making them " b e n d " to fit
tidy and neat categories. The question is
not one of orthodoxy or non-orthodoxy,
but tather one of a selective interpretation
of experience or an honest look at reality.
Glenn B. Chalmers

SAC ignores
dead people
There seems to be quite a lot of
discussion recently over the spectrum of
speakers coming to Hope. In recent years
the campus has been visited by political
liberals, gay activists, lifeboat ethicists,
black experience groups, women's rights
advocates and many others. I even
remember when Lenore Romney was here!
Now a debate is going on about visiting
speakers. Some say that the speakers who
are coming do not represent a wide enough
variety of political and social positions.
Others say that too many non-Christian
speakers have come, and that this has been
bad for Hope.
Wel^ it seems t o me, that one significant
group has been completely ignored in the
selection of visiting speakers-the dead.
Hope has never had a dead speaker on
campus, and I f o r one think it's shameful.
Dead people, I believe it is safe to say,
constitute a considerable silent majority of
mankind. And if dying isn't Christian, I
don't know what is!
As chairman of the Campus Corpse
Corps, I think it's high time to say to the
S.A.C., "Wake up, man. We want a necro."
Who knows, we may be able t o get Franco
while he's still warm.
David Boersma
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A piece
of the rock
WASHINGTON-Last week I had a kidney stone attack in Evansville, Ind. I
wouldn't have even mentioned it except
that an alert Associated Press urology
correspondent picked up the story, and it
made the A.P. wire.
SO MANY people have written in asking
what a kidney stone attack really feels like
that 1 decided to try to explain it in terms
that the layman can understand.
A kidney stone is about the size of a
tiny pebble t o everyone except the person
who has one. To this person,it is the size of
the Rock of Gibraltar. In fact, many
people when they get a kidney stone attack
scream out, "I've got a piece of the Rock."
THERE ARE two kinds of kidney
stones. One is made u p of uric acid and the
other of calcium. Doctors can differentiate
between the two, but patients can't nor at
the time of an attack do they give a damn.
If you've felt one kidney stone, you've felt
them all.
This is what seems to happen as far as
the victim is concerned. He is going along
minding his own business when suddenly,
out of nowhere, a mountain forms in the
kidney which, as 1 said, feels like the size
of the Rock of Gibraltar.
THE KIDNEY reacts angrily to this
interference with its function and tries to
push the rock into what might be described
as the Suez Canal. Obviously the Suez
Canal cannot accommodate the Rock of
Gibraltar, and without any warning war is
declared between the kidney and the rock.
An urgent message is sent on the hot
line from the kidney to the rock. "Unless
you get out of our canal immediately, we
will attack with everything we have in our
organ." The rock sends back a one-word
reply, " N U T S ! "
THE PATIENT, who is a horrified
neutral spectator to this exchange, tries
everything to achieve peace. He paces up
and down, rolls to and fro and eventually

tries to climb the wall in hopes that the
kidney and rock will come to their senses.
Using Kissinger diplomatic tactics, the
patient tries to persuade the rock that if it
will just move a few inches down the canal,
the kidney will not try to break it up.
BUT THE rock is adamant and demands
tremendous concessions in exchange for
withdrawing from its position. "How do I
k n o w , " the rock says, "that if I move from
where I am now I will not be driven into
the sea?"
The victim assures the rock the kidney
has no intention of pushing it into the sea.
All the kidney wants to do is live in peace
with the lower part of the body. As long as
the rock doesn't try to prevent the kidney
from doing its work, the rock can live in
the bladder for as long as it wants to.
IF NEGOTIATIONS fail and the rock
refuses to move, then a U.S. doctor is
called in who immediately fires a volley of
Demerol or some other painkiller into the
bloodstream.
This does not stop the war between the
rock and the kidney, but it gives some
shelter to the innocent, while the kidney
tries to push the enemy out of its territory.
This can only be done with gallons of
water which the kidney forces against the
rock.
IF THE good guy (the kidney) wins, the
rock will retreat and even sue for peace. If
the rock is able to repulse the water attack
and hold its own, then the kidney will have
to surrender, which means handing over
rtegotiations to the Blue Cross.
It would be nice to report that once a
kidney stone has lost a battle others would
learn their lesson. But unfortunately this is
not the case. Even though my kidney
moved the enemy to a safe place, 1
distinctly heard in my Demerol stupor the
rock say t o the kidney, "I may go down
the drain, but there's a lot more of us
where 1 came f r o m . "
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Romeo and Juliet—an evening of vivid entertainment
The following is written by Professor of English, Dr. Henry,
tenHoor. He reviews the Theater
Departments
production
of
Romeo and Juliet. The DWCC
Theatre will host the remaining
performances of the drama, tonight and tomorrow night at
8 p.m.
The theater department's current production of William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet is more
skillful and captivating, more professional, in f a c t - t h a n one has the
right to expect from a college
troupe.
EVERY ASPECT of the production has a degree of professionalism; the staging, the costumes, the acting all contribute to
an evening of memorable entertainment for both eye and ear.
The fact that one could have
wished a few matters managed
differently does not minimize the
triumph of the production.
The set is an attractive modification of the usual concept of the
Elizabethan stage, indebted, it
seems, to the Canadian model. On
the thrust stage, in the alcove, on
the "balcony," and on various
other levels the tragedy of young
love unfolds itself beneath two
immense and constantly inscrutable astrological countenances.
THESE LATTER tell us that
the star-crossed lovers are in the
right place. The effectiveness of
the action on this stage is much

enhanced by significant lighting realism, an achievement undimiwhich takes it cue from the nished by the fact that her meltpoetry of the play. Romeo and ing moments are somewhat more
Juliet
is remarkable f o r ' its convincing than her tragic ones.
imagery of light and dark. It is
Mercutio comes off as the
satisfying to see the imagery-com- imaginative realist, as he should.
plemented by lighting effects.
He plays his part lightly and efThe costumes are individually fortlessly until he puns and curses
elegant, properly in period and his way off the stage and out of
appropriate to the various charac- this mortal coil. In the course of
ters. But more, in combination his performance there is no hint
they fill the stage with color and of the cynicism so abundantly
contrast. The Capulet party scene displayed at the end, some eviis a brilliant spectacle, the kind dence of which might have lent
the Elizabethan eye would take more depth to the characterizapleasure in.
tion
BENVOLIO IS ambiguous. It
PERHAPS THE young men
run somewhat too uniformly to would help if the part were played
parti-colored tights and codpieces, as that of the stock confidant,
a costume that barely escapes sane, strong, sensible-like Hambecoming a sartorial cliche, but let's Horatio. Tybolt is the unthey add to the color of the complicated choleric, impetuous
ensemble and in addition help to and violent, whose appearance,
distinguish between groups of even, conveys his fiery intransicharacters.
gence.
Of a piece with the spectacle of
Old Capulet presents a partly
the costumes is that created by comic mixture of sentimentality
the fight scenes. The opening and tyranny. He is bumbling, asstreet brawl is precisely choreo- sertive, insensitive and loquacigraphed, meticulous chaos that ously opinionated. It is ironic that
fills the stage with entrancing tur- his reconciliation with old Montamoil and the eye with pleasure.
gue at the end of the play is
THERE IS satisfaction for the almost the only occasion during
ear as well. Almost all the actors the performance for a moist eye.
speak their lines with understandFRIAR LAWRENCE emerges
ing and appreciation. The lan- as remarkably wise and couraguage of the play is often artifi- geous despite his garrulity and
cial, the poetry is often precious, incompetence in secular affairs. It
the exchanges often witty and is a part intelligently played and
"conceited" and in an old idiom. evoking surprising effects.
If the audience does not always
The Sampson and Gregory
respond t o the linguistic complex- parts, though small, set the propities with laughter or otherwise, it erly intense pace at the beginning
is not because the actors do not of the play. It is important that
read them the script clearly ; it is the tempo established by their
only that the language gets past entrance be maintained throughthe modern ear. A performance out the production because the
cannot stop for clarification from play is so packed with events that
footnotes. Those who know the time is of the essence.
lines are able t o savor them in the
THE NURSE is the prize of the
rendition.
comic roles. She evinces an underTHE RECORDER music used standing of the vulgarity and senboth off and on stage is satisfying, timentality that characterizes the
appropriate and functional. One loyal and loving servant. The part
could wish that other scenes re- is played with free-wheeling ease
quiring music had not been cut and gets more laughs per line than
from the play. But more of that any other character. One expects
later.
the nurse t o appear with Peter,
There are no completely in- but Peter is missing, an exigency
competent performances in the of casting, and "Portia" appears in
entire production, although some his place.
are better than others. Romeo is
For the Romeo and Juliet fan
happily
cast.
He
progresses who looks forward to the Peterthrough his lover's melancholy, Nurse episodes this innovation is a
his romantic euphoria and his distinct deprivation. The absence
tragic desperation convincingly. of Peter breaks up that delightful
He delivers his lines with author- comic couple. One could wish
ity and understanding, verging on that the casting difficulty had
the declamatory only a few times. been resolved by disguising "PorJULIET IS, no doubt, the tri- tia" as Peter and thus giving a
umph of the production. She not Shakespearean solution t o an unonly looks the part but manages Shakespearean problem.
to invent the rapid transition from
MOST OF the features of the
carefree girl to tragic woman with production that one could wish
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1947
* Renze Hoeksema, currently professor of
political science, was an associate editor of the
anchor and edited the paper for the next school
year.
* For every five unexcused absences during a
semester, the total amount of credit that you got
for that semester was to be reduced by Vi credit
hour. For ten unexcused absences, credit was
reduced 1 hour, etc.
*
Lambert Ponstein, professor of religion was a
member of the Hope debate squad in 1947.
* The anchor was a bi-weekly publication.
* Russ DeVette led the basketball squad to
another MIAA victory in 1947 scoring 443 points
during his last two years on the team. " R u s t y " was
also selected as the MIAA most valuable player.
DeVette also served on the star-studded "Blitz kids"
in 1942 after which he entered the service. After his

term in the marines DeVette returned to Hope t o
play on the team.
* After winning the MIAA victory, a Student
Glory day was declared.
* Roger Rietburg, associate professor of music,
took part in many piano recitals during the year as a
student.
7
*
Chaplain Bill Hillegonds served as president of
the YMCA in 1947.
* Meals were served family style in the college
dining room. At the end of the year, it was
announced that a cafeteria style eating arrangement
would be instituted. There was a great uproar about
this because students felt that if the food was served
cafeteria style, it would n o t be as easy for them to
have devotions after the meal and to say grace
before the meal.
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changed, arise. either from attempts at modernization or losing
sight of the realistic domestic tragedy that lies at the heart of the
play. Thus the masked dancer
interpreting the electronic prologue tends t o be out of keeping
with the straightforwardness of
the tragedy. Nowhere in the play
is there a suggestion of the supernatural or allegorical.
There are n o fairies, no ghosts,
no witches, as in some of Shakespeare's plays. Everything is literal. The play is jammed with
relatives, parents, servants, suitors,
parties, family problems. There
are n o symbols. And so the innovation of the symbolic dancer
with the journalistically direct
prologue is disharmonious with
the nature of the play.
THE DELETION of some lines
and episodes is understandable
and to be expected. Shakespeare's
plays are long, especially lengthy
when done with modern deliberation; so cutting is mandatory. But
what gets cut is important. In this
production the first part of the
discovery scene, among other
things, is omitted.
In this episode the domestic
atmosphere is pervasive. Old Capulet is arranging everything for an
early morning wedding. Servants
are bustling about their various
tasks, confusion reigns in the kitchen, County Paris, Friar Lawrence and others have arrived to
escort the bride to church. The
musicians are ready. Everything is
set for a climactic domestic celebration.
WHEN THE Nurse is sent to
waken Juliet, she finds her ap^
parently dead and sets up her
wailing
whereupon
everyone
rushes in to behold the corpse and
express grief. The merriment is
changed t o mourning. A more
effective theatrical change of
mood is not easy t o find even in
Shakespeare's plays.
It is exactly the kind of episode that domestic tragedy cadis
for. The tragedy becomes more
poignant when played against this
domestic backdrop. The expectant spectator feels cheated when
he is deprived of the episode and
its absence . diminishes the true
quality of the tragedy.
OTHER THINGS might have
been cut or minimized. The
sword-play, for instance. Everyone realizes that sword fights are
difficult to carry off and interesting t o watch, b u t the trend lately
has been to emphasize their importance where they have almost
become an end in themselves. We
hire specialists in the choreography of battle scenes to assure
expertness and authenticity.
But entertaining and skillful as
such scenes are, they generally

remain unconvincing and are at
once very time consuming. They
tend t o stop the movement of the
plot to rivet attention on matters
of secondary importance. With
slight modifications Hamlet's advice to the players is applicable to
this practice, and Hamlet's comment, " 0 ! reform it altogether,"
would not be out of place.
THE SPECTATOR who takes
the near-Elizabethan stage set seriously is upset by some of the
disconcerting liberties taken with
the placement of scenes. One such
is the shifting of Juliet's bedroom.
Early in the play, in the "balc o n y " scene, the spectator is given
to understand that Juliet's bedroom is somewhere on the second
level.
However, the later "poisoning"
and farewell scenes place the bedroom front and center on the
thrust stage.* This, of course,
makes the bedroom (and the bed)
more visible and especially the
farewell scene much more sensually explicit.
THIS IS, no doubt, a capitulation to modern taste. Certainly it
is not Shakespearean. The lovers
in bed together is exactly the kind
of scene that Shakespeare would
be at pains to avoid. Not in his
lustiest comedies or tragedies does
this sort of thing occur. The
" m o d e r n " effect achieved by the
scene is accomplished by doing
violence to the traditions associated with the Elizabethan stage.
One of the obvious effects of
playing fast and loose with the
stage is that it renders some lines
meaningless. Says Juliet t o Romeo <
as he prepares t o leave for Man-'
tua, "Methinks I see thee, now
thou art so low. As one dead in
the bottom of the tomb."
THE LINES make sense if Juliet says them from the " b a l c o n y "
to Romeo on the stage below.
They make no sense if the Jovers
are side by side in bed. It is
elementary that lines and setting
should agree. Whimsical modernizations are likely to cause confusion.
Be that as it may, it must be
repeated that the production provides an absorbing and entertaining evening. Perhaps the best evidence of this was the response of
the many high school and junior
high school students at last Saturday's performance.
They are a difficult audience to
play to because they are easily
embarrassed by emotion and thus
resist, with laughter, the illusion
that tries t o capture them. This
was evident during the early
scenes, but after a little the selfconscious laughter died away and
there was rapt attention for the
rest of the evening. All those
involved in the production can
consider that a triumph.
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POSSIBLE WINNERS - These bears and others on campus look to be strong contenders for the Holland
Barber Associations Bicentennial beard contest. Persons may enter the contest by registering with any HDA
member. Entries will be judged in July 1976.
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Shaker beliefs

Performance Series
to feature jazz band

by Rich Williams

\

The Holland Great Performance Series will feature the
world famous Preservation Hall
Jazz Band of New Orleans in
concert Tuesday, Nov. 5 at 8 p.m.
in the Holland Civic Center.
This series is co-sponsored by
the Holland Concert Association
and the Cultural Affairs committee.
People from all over the world
have made Preservation Hall a
priority on trips to New Orleans.
New Orleans music is happy
music, it is simple in technical
terms, and complex in performance. It is not the straw hats and
display of the "Dixieland" bands,
nor is it the "Nicksieland" of New
York.
The Preservation Hall Jazz
Bands have been quietly taking
their place among the leading

American concert attractions for
several years. Each year the tours
get longer, the audiences get bigger and young and old Americans
are finding a happy evening in a
theatre or concert hall.
The band members are not
concerned with a message, they
are bringing joy and sorrow in
their stamps and blues. Feet aren't
often still while the band is playing and the everlasting youth and
vigor of the players leaps across
the footlights into the hearts of
everyone in the audience.
Members of the band include
Thomas Valentine, trumpet; Paul
Barnes, clarinet; Joseph Butler,
base; Charles Hamilton, piano;
Emanuel Paul, piano; Emanuel
Sayles, banjo and guitar; Alonzo
Stewart, drums and vocal; and
Worthia Thomas, trombone.

Every Wednesday...
AN^NOW...
CONTINUED ON FRIDAY IS THE
ORIGINAL..,

FLAMING
HOG
NIGHT
AT CORAL GABLES
OLD CROW BAR
SAUGATUCK^ MICHIGAN

You Can't Beat It!
40c DRINKS AND 40c BEERS
$1.00 ADMISSION - 8 TIL 10:30
BIG JAM SESSION SUNDAYS AT 4:00 P.M.

.

HELP WANTED
GUYS AND DOLLS, WAITERS AND WAITRESSES

I have touched, in the last two articles, on those
aspects of Shakerism which I believe can give us a
perspective against which we can judge current
trends and ancient perversions of the faith. For the
sake of expediency and clarity I have divided this
article into several sections.
Communitarianism
was not preached in the Bible
as the Way to Christ. Although the book of Acts
does speak of holding all things in common, it
speaks of only one community's attempt out of a
thousand that must have existed at the codification
of this particular book. But 1 am not writing this
form of lifestyle off. In fact I favor it.
THERE ARE two points in history which have
brought modern protestantism to its diverse innocuousness. The first point in time is theoretically
with Augustine, although practically with the union
of Church and State under Constantine. Augustine
led the theological way for the Church to give up
the real community of believers for the more
nebulous communion of the spirit. The individual >
Christian aspirant no longer had to live a total
lifestyle tn the Way of Jesus. Rather, sanctification
and justification come through the real world? the
world of imperfection.
The Church became the tool of the state, their
values becoming synonymous. All manner of barbarisms have since been blessed and absolved through
the Church's biased participation and its neglect of
service to humanity for its work with the state.
THE SECOND POINT is the liberal protestant
reformation which over-turned ritual, the radical,
reformation turned against not only superfluous
ritual but the mastery over the Church by institutionalizing its ritual in daily life.
The liberals rightly rejected that ritual which
obscenely mimicked the state's values and created a
temporal bureaucracy to create a hierarchy of goods
and services between God's ministers and His
followers. But their mistake was two-fold, t h e y
eliminated the pockets of community that existed
in the monasteries. By the 18th century vocational
celibacy was a laughable situation rather than a
viable lifestyle.
SECONDLY THEY eliminated the ritual of one
state bureaucracy but did not return to the Biblical
roots to prevent thfe next one to rise-America.
The Shakers as well as the Quakers, Mennonites,
Hutterites and a variety of what have been lumped
together and called Anabaptists are all part of the
Radical Reformation I speak of. All have chosen
communalism not because the Bible says that
communalism is the way but because communalism
has historically proven the most viable lifestyle to
i live the ethical commands of the Christ way and not
just t o preach them.
COMMUNALISM HAS produced the wholistic
system which resists the temporal powers, individual
and corporate, which seek to co-opt religion for
their own ends. Communalism, finally, provides the
necessary retreat from the real world to give focus
and to return to the values of faith.
Work Ethic-The
Shaker Way saw work as the
service and praise of God. Material abundance was a
gift t o all and not a private possession or reward to
the individual as in the protestant work ethic.
Shakers produced and then shared their abundance
with all of humanity as part of their Christian
service.
MODERN DAY liberal Christianity has adopted
the modes of the western bureaucratic state, institutionalizing service. The individual Christian now
volunteers time or donates money (with tax deductions) t o the institution which as surrogate

carries out the act of service. Legitimacy of the
Church is concurrent with legitimacy of the state.
Because modem Christians ally themselves to both
powers, reform of the institutional church is inherently tied to reform of the state. Unless the
Church political structure is changed there is little
hope for institutional reform.
Christian Work-A. few years ago the argument
on where one's faith manifested itself was stated,
"Am I a worker who is a Christian or a Christian
worker?" The argument was one of semantics rather
than of lifestyle. The liberal reformation eliminated
those models of total Christian devotion which had
served as example and alternative t o the Christian
who sefved in the temporal world.
MORE SPECIFICALLY I am speaking Qf monasticism and vocational celibacy. The individual
choice, of course, was not t o serve as a model to the
institutional lifestyle. Rather it was an individual
choice to total devotion to God. I am then not
advocating celibacy on any basis other than individual choice. Although Shakers and monastics saw
adherence to celibacy as the only way to still the
hungers of the flesh. But the point still stands that
there are no systematic models or alternatives. Some may argue that the minister stands as new
model for the faith. But this ignores the fact that
has been echoed ever since models of faith were
placed on one individual, they are human. Failure o f .
an individual becomes equivocated with failure of
faith.
COMMt//V/7T-Christians often bandy the word
about without realizing the full implications. They
accept the social implications t o one degree or
another but beyond the social realm, economics and
work have no' part in Christian life. That is the
community of believers have separated the community of work from the community of ' t h e
Church, and placed its practice in the temporal
world. Limitations of the community of work are
the same parameters of the economic values of the
society in which the individuals vocation is manifest.
The Shakers developed quality services whose
means and ends, whose economics are b o m upon
the values of Christian ethics. Shaker ethics are the
ethics of the Bible and as quoted in an earlier
column, "Hands to work and Hearts to God." But if
the Shakers are a "dying sect" then why do I call
them a vanguard? T o put it most succinctly I will
quote the Eldresses themselves. "Regardless of our
numbers or our age, we have what the world is
seeking and it will yet come into its own. What God
has made alive will not stay buried." - S i s t e r
Mildred Barker
THERE WAS a prediction that the Shaker Way
would last only 200 years, attributed to Mother
Ann Lee. The prediction continues that others will
come to continue t h e Way.
"As for us the handful of living members of the
two remaining Shaker communities, we will walk
our daily path believing that the greatest force in
the universe is God . . . the second greatest power is
interior prayer whereby man finds union with God.
Our aim is in the words of one of our early
ministers, "Let eVery breath be a continual prayer
to God.
"Our Shaker homes have been like caskets of
.priceless jewels where precious human souls were
dedicated to a life of unselfish and unstinting
service-loving n o t with a selfish love but with a
universal love, consecrating and re-consecrating his
life and his soul, dedicated t o making the Kingdom
of Heaven a living, personal reality."
- S i s t e r Marguerite Froit

\
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Editor gets off the ground
with Goodyear blimp America
by John Scholten
Brown had more than enough people
There have beeiv many occasions in my \for his rides that day. The America holds
life that I remember seeing the Goodyear
only six people at a time in the station
blimp on TV. Perhaps I was watching the
wagon size compartment directly under the
Rose Bowl, or the Indianapolis 500, the
blimp. Even with this, limitation, the
World Series or even the America's cup
America manages to take 8,000 people a
yacht races. 1 wondered what it would be year floating into the sky.
like to Nbe on one of those contraptions,
MAYBE IT WAS because I was looking
and invariably decided that 1 would have to so disappointed that Brown told me that
spend my long dull life on the ground.
he could squeeze me on a flight later that
THAT IS, UNTIL one Thursday in afternoon. Not the next flight, but the one
Grand Rapids on the 16th of October. Two
right after that. Each ride takes a half an
days before break, and 1 was about ready
hour, so I would have a good 45 minutes to
to go bananas anyway.
follow Brown and see what kinds of
Every Thursday, 1 go to Grand Rapids questions 1 could come up with.
with another member of the anchor staff
The first thing that Brown told me
and lay out that week's paper. This about was the big bus that follows the
MAMMOTH MEASUREMENTS - 192-59-50: The Goodyear blimp America is shown here
Thursday the paper was only four^pages, so America around the country. The America
being landed at the Kent County Airpprt. The America was in Grand Rapids for one
I went alone and got the whole paper done is staffed with a crew of 2 2 - f i v e pilots, a
week, October 13th through 18th, and is one of only three lighter-than-air crafts known
by 3:30.
public relations representative and 16
to be operating in the U.S. today.
AFTER THE paper is done, we usually crewmen, some of whom are engine,
go to get something to eat while the line electronics and structural experts.
people on the ground from one mile on
swung open and six people piled out. Then
corrections are being done. For the
.WITH
FOUR
specially
equippedj either side of the airship. The cartoons are
we piled in.
four-pager, there weren't many corrections ground-support vehicles, the America crew
drawn on a cathode ray tube with a special
DESPITE HER size, the America can
4t
so I decided to wait for the corrections and
is almost self sustaining on the field, as far
light beam" pencil. Then a computer
only carry six passengers. Her gondola is 23
then get something to eat on the way as operation and maintenance of the blimp
takes the drawings and turns them into a
feet long and eight feet high.
home.
are concerned.
magnetic data tape.
After we all got into the blimp's
I was sitting in the Composing Room
Moving from city to city, this caravan of
gondola and the door was shut and latched,
A TYPICAL six minute tape consists of
where we layout the paper, looking out the vehicles travels by highway, with the blimp
we started to build up speed for our
40 .million pieces or bits, of "on-off"
window, when I spotted the Goodyear
flying overhead. The bus, specifically
takeoff. The engines were loud at first but
information which, when run through
Blimp cruising by.
designed for the operation of the America,
then they got q u i e t e r , as we gained
special v electronic readers aboard the
WHEN YOU become an editor of the serves as a flight center and communicamomentum.
airship, control lamp and color selection
anchor,
anything that you ever see tions headquarters on tour. It is equipped
WE WERE just driving on the field, then
and the speed at which messages are run.
l
becomes a story possibility for the next with two-way aviation radio, all administrawe
hit a little bump and we were airborne.
The America is 192 feet long, 52 /i feet
issue. The blimp interested me, and I tive aids necessary for the operation and a
Now
I could hardly hear the engines at all.
high and 50 feet wide. Her sausage shape is
thought it would make a good story.
special mast for landing the blimp if it
After
we were in the air, the pilot, Don
maintained by 202,700 cubic feet of
I knew that the Grand Rapids Press had should be necessary during a cross-country
McDuff, gave the America a little gas and
helium in a rubber coated polyester fabric
done a feature story on the blimp the day mission.
started,
what seemed to me, to be a gradual
envelope.
before, so I called David Osborn, the
THE AMERICA goes on a six month
ascent.
GOODYEAR pioneered the use of
managing editor of the Press, to find out
"barnstorming" effort across the nation,
Then suddenly, he pulled the nose of
helium
in 1925 when the -first of its
who I had to contact to ride the Goodyear logging 100,000 air miles at an annual cost
the America up into the air and we were
commercial airships, the Pilgrim, was
blimp.
of $1 million. The America, whose home
pointing almost at a 45° angle. McDuff
inflated
with the nonflammable gas. Until
OSBORN WASN'T in his office, so I base is Houston, Texas, and her sister ships,
explained, "We do that to clear the tail of
that time, hydrogen was the most freasked for Ralph Truax, of the Press who
the Columbia, the Mayflower, and the
the plane. Otherwise, it might suddenly hit
quently used lifting agent, but it is highly
teaches a journalism course here at Hope. Europa, are all equipped with lights for
the
ground or even hit the terminal tower
flammable.
Truax found the reporter who had
advertisements on the side of the blimps.
as we fly over it."
A cubic foot of hydrogen can lift about
done the story and told me that all I had to
This "Super-Skytacular" night sign on
IMMEDIATELY below us now was the
10 percent more weight than can a cubic
do was go out to the airport and find a the sides of the envelope is used to flash
airport terminal tower. On the ship's radio,
foot of helium, but the latter has a greater
man named Gary Brown and that he would both public service messages and Goodyear
the men in the tower wished us a fair
safety
advantage.
take care of everything.
sales promotion messages to after dark
flight.
SAFETY IS very important to the
I drove out to theXJrand Rapids airport audiences on the ground below.
McDuff noted that for a jet to take off
Goodyear
corporation.
Goodyear
airships,
and out to the side of the terminal where
APPROXIMATELY 75 percent of all
at the same airport would take a great deal
at first designed for military use in the U.S.
all the cars were parked. The blimp wasn't night sign messages flown by the blimp are
more fuel than it takes the America to fly
Navy as a submarine spotting aid, have
there when I drove up, so I walked over to public service in nature. These range from
for a whole day. He said, "The America
flown over 50 years without a single
a big greyhound-type bus that was parked conserve energy reminders and gas saving
can operate eight hours a day for nearly a
passenger fatality.
at the edge of the field.
tips t o ecology oriented messages and the
week on the amount of fuel that it takes^a
I ASKED the driver of the bus if he support of such worthy causes as the
Power is supplied by twin, six cylinder,
big jet to taxi from ramp to runway for'a
210 horsepower engines giving the blimp a
knew who Gary Brown was. He chuckled United Fund, Christmas Seals, The Ameritakeoff."
cruising speed of 30-35 miles per hour and
and said, "Of course, everybody knows can Cancer Society, Heart Fund and many
ON THE flight with me was the owner
a maximum speed of 50 mph. Flight
Gary." He called Gary from the back of other community projects.
of WOTV and his wife, a man in his 20's
altitude is normally between 1,000 and
the bus and told him there was somebody
The "Super-Skytacular" system of lights
and his wife who were about to open a
3,000 feet, with a maximum ceiling of
* else who wanted to see him.
is 24 , /i high by 105 feet long and composed
Goodyear franchise and a Grand Rapids
8,500 feet.
Gary Brown, public relations director of more than 7,000 lights in colored
News Announcer.
for Goodyear's blimp America, came out
reflectors and connected by 80 miles of
MY TIME had finally arrived to ride on
The ride took us over the downtown
of the bus with the look on his face that wiring.
the Goodyear blimp. The blimp was
portion of Grand Rapids and then back to
said without words, " O h , so you want to
ANIMATIONS possible with the Skycoming around from the northeast corner
the airport in a wide arc.
ride on the blimp, too." I identified myself tacular include the fancy footwork of a
of the airport slowly floating down to the
AT 1,500 FEET, the glassed in, six
and said the anchor was doing a feature soccer match with the player scoring a
field. The bus that had until now beert
passenger gondola offers a spectacular
story on the blimp.
goal, a crew racing in a river, runners
filled with men just sitting around drinking
view. The city was full of people willing to
I FIGURED if I got on the blimp, I'd do clearing hurdles, bicyclists out for an
coffee, suddenly sprang into action.
stop where they were on the streets and
a feature on it. If I didn't get on the evening ride, an auto.race and many others.
All 16 men of the landing crew started
look up and wave at the America. 1
America, there was no great loss in my These displays are controlled by a comto walk out to where the airship was going
wondered what it would feel like to fly
saying that I was going to do a feature'on puter which replaces the seats in the
to land. The people that were going to go
over the Michigan-Michigan State game and
it.
passenger compartment when it is used.
on the next flight of the America, myself
look down at that stadium filled with
According to Brown, demand for the
The lights also require a great deal of
included, also walked out to the loading
people.
blimps is increasing. The Goodyear corpo- electricity. A jet engine is mounted on the
area, accompanied by Brown. ,
The ride was delightful, with gentle
ration gets about 1,000 written requests underside of the America's gondola only
THE AMERICA has two very long ropes
sounds of wind caressing the side of the
for flights each year, of which they honor during night sign flights. It is detached
hanging down from its front point and two
gondola. The ride was smooth, sudden
300. People who want to ride the America when not in use.
smaller ones from its rear. As soon as the
dips, pitches and rises, which regular airN
are not hard to come by either.
.THE UNIT provides no propulsion for
blimp got within reasonable distance, the
craft can encounter, are avoided by the
MOST OF the people who ride the the America. It's sole purpose is to provide
men grabbed the two ropes and started to
lighter-than-air blimp.
America are Goodyear people, news media, power for a 500-ampere, 28 volt direct • tug the blimp down to the ground. It takes
As the blimp passed over 28th Street,
politicians and local leaders. Wednesday, current generator which supplies electricity
all sixteen men to land the beast, and in
the busiest street in Michigan, on its way
the day before I saw the blimp, the winds for the sign.
stronger winds, sometimes even more.
back to the airport, I looked down at the
were too strong and all of the rides for the
With the America flying at 1,000 feet,
The gondola was now just hovering
rush hour traffic and wondered if those
day were cancelled. the messages from the sign can be read by
about three feet off the ground. The door
people knew what they.were missing.

To perform Sunday

Bartelink to present recital
Dutch organist Bernard Bartelink will present a recital Sunday,
NoV. 2 at 8:30 p.m. in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel.
The recital is sponsored by the
music department.
. Highlighting the program will
be Three Chorale Preludes from
the Orgelbuchlein by Bach, and
Mozart's Fantasy in F major.
Bartelink is teacher of organ at
the Institute of Church Music in
Utrecht. In addition t o his teaching duties he is organist for the
Concertgebouw
Orchestra,
Amsterdam, and organist at the

Cathedral of St. Bavo in Haarlem.
In the Netherlands he is especially
known for his Bach interpretations.
In 1954 he received the Prix
d'excellence in organ at the Amsterdam Conservatory of Music.
He won first prize in 1961 at the
annual* International Improvisation Contest in Haarlem where
members of the jury included
Jeanne Demessieux, Anton Heiller
and Albert de Klerk. Eight years
later he was invited t o be a member of the jury f o r the same
contest.

He has given recitals in many
European cities, including Paris,
Brussels, Cologne, Bonn and
Frankfurt. He has appeared in
Kings College, Cambridge; Royal
Festival Hall, London; Kristiansand, Norway, and Notre Dame,
Paris and at the International
Schiitz Festival held in Breda,
Netherlands.
In the summer of 1971 he
made a short tour in the United
States where he gave recitals at
Hope, Michigan State University
and the National Cathedral, Washington.

DEL'S GUITAR
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Quitar C o w t r a e t i o n ,
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186 River Avenue

Stop by and try your luck at
•Pinball-featuring the "Wizard"
*Air Hockey
#

Electronic Games

#

O^Vks

Foosball

Hours: Monday through Friday
5-9 p.m.
Saturday
noon 'till 10 p.m.
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Football team ranked
ninth; captures crown

The incredible
journey
by Doug Irons
Stuart Scholl is a man with some refreshingly
individualistic views. One of these occurred when
thje anchor called Stu t o have him pose for a picture
to go with this article.
"I D O N T like it, posing for pictures," Stu
commented after the photographer had hung up.
"You can always tell whether a picture has been
posed or taken at a" race. The posed one is
s o . . . artificial. I wish we could use one of
these...."
"These" were the many action shots of runners
in races and in training, arranged all around his
room displaying another major bias of Stu's: his
love of running.
SCHOLL FELT uncomfortable with the" traditional question and answer form of interviewing,
preferring just to talk back and forth.
Eventually in our conversation, the topic of the
MIAA meet Stu's freshman year came up. Scholl
finished second to then-senior Clare Kreger of Alma.
"That was really my best college race," Scholl said.
- " I THOUGHT I could finish anywhere from
ninth, judging by the guys that had beat me before,
to second, my best potential, as Kreger beat me by a
lot in the dual meet against them. I ran really hard
and got second. We were all upset that the team
lost, especially so close!" Kalamazoo College won,
36-39.
Coach William Vanderbilt drew warm praise from
his senior star for the job he has done in helping
Scholl "blossom" as a runner in college. "In high
school I felt I had a little talent,' Stu reflected.
"but it was really untapped.

" I T ' S NOT that Coach has put so m u c h more
pressure on me, but he lets us all know he wants us
to become what we can become. Then it's up t o
us."
As this is Scholl's last season he has been
thinking about the team's future after his graduation. "1 worried for awhile about what would
happen to the team after last year's graduation and
mine this year, but now I feel we'll be good for a
time to come," he commented.
"THE JOB Ceeley and Powers did recruiting for
us last year was a big help. I was impressed by that,
since it didn't help them at all, but they did it
anyway. I'm hoping I can help a little that way this
year.
" T h e runners coming up have great talent and
potential. In time, wow
" He stopped, disbelieving the times he expects these runners to
eventually turn in. " Y o u k n o w , " he continued,
"what I do now, what we all are doing, is only a
reflection of the time we're in. In a few years all
these records will be gone, all these times won't be
anything at all.".
WHEN I prodded Scholl a little about this year
for himself, he answered, "It's really t o o early to
tell. I never like to predict anything. I've gone into
races with the intention of winning and the pressure
just got to me. In races I've just run relaxed, not
knowing who's ahead or behind, I've run really well.
"It's harder now in races without Ceeley to run
with. We'd always push each other and we helped
each other t o do better that way. This year I hope
to pace myself well enough to do what I'm capable
of," Scholl concluded.

by Doug Paine
. The Hope griddersv captured
the MIAA title as they sputtered
t o a 13-0 triumph over Adrian last
Saturday, before a Homecoming
crowd of 5,200. The win, coupled
with Albion's loss to Olivet, gave
the Dutchmen the MIAA crown
with one week of league action
remaining.
COMING ON the heels of a
14-0 victory the previous Saturday against Alma, the game
marked the second straight contest in which the Dutchmen offense had difficulty putting points
on the board.
Hope totally dominated the
AdriaruJBulldogs statistically, but
it wasn't until midway through
the fourth quarter, when Hope
scored its second touchdown, that
the outcome of the contest was
decided.
The Dutchmen, ranked ninth
in the NCAA Division III ratings,
will travel tomorrow to Albion,
where they will seek to put the
finishing touch on an undefeated
MIAA season. Albion has split
four conference games thus far,
beating Adrian and Kalamazoo,
while dropping contests to Alma
and Olivet. Overall, the Britons
have a mark of five wins and two
losses.

Hope soccer team ties

Finish 3rd in MIAA

Golf team efforts unpredictable
"Round and round she goes,
and where she stops, nobody
knows." The old cliche about the
unpredictable wheel of fortune
seems to fit the Hope golf team's
efforts this fall.
AT THE Aquinas Invitational,
October 11, the Dutch rolled the
infamous "snake-eyes"-a bad
one. Missing three of the team's
top five men, Hope finished
seventh of 12 teams. Jon Schrotenboer, however, had a fine
individual effort of 78 to lead the
team. Doug Peterson had an 83,
Dave Wriederi 84 and Scott Evans
87 as only four men made up a
team in the standings there.
Against Calvin on October 16,
however, the linksters "ran the

tables" again. In an incredible
team streak, the golfers smashed
the all time team record of 388
they themselves had set less than a
month before. In dropping Calvin
by 20 strokes, Hope shot a blazing
366, missing the all-time MIAA
dual meet league record of 359 by
only 7 strokes.
SENIOR
CAPTAIN
Rich
Switzer -again shattered his own
Hope individual 9 and 18 hole
marks, scoring 3 under par 33 for
nine holes, and finishing with an
even par 70. Jon Schrotenboer
was 2 over par 72 for 18 holes,
Terry Lock had 73, Doug Peterson 75 and Dave Wrieden's 76
completed the record squad.
John Gibson's fine 77 was only

sixth in the deluge of good
rounds. Victory over the Knights
left Hope with a 4-2 won-loss
record for the year.
THE DUTCHMEN played solid
golf in the MIAA league meet.
taking third place behind Alma
and Albion. Switzer's last match
for Hope was a good one, as he
placed third individually (losing a
sudden death playoff for second),
with a two day total of 159.
Doug Peterson was second
man, in 7th place with a 162 total. Terry Lock had 167 for
17th, John Gibson 170 in 21st,
DaVe Wrieden 174, placing 29th,
and Jon Schrotenboer was 38th at
182
CAPTAIN
SWITZER
was
elected to the all-MIAA team for
his performance in the league
meet and during the season,
capping off a fine golfing career at
Hope.
combined efforts of the defensive
Coach Hal Cutshall had a few
squad and the impressive per- observations on this year's camformance of goalie, Cathy Le- paigns. "I'm quite pleased. Most
Boeuf, Adrian was held scoreless all the coaches picked Hope to
in the second half.
finish fifth or sixth, and we were
Hope's second
team
also third. We had hoped to finish
played Adrian that afternoon higher, but we had a lot of first
losing 2-1. The team showed their year golfers who needed experiability to work together and also ence. I feel we gained that.
showed impressive stickwork. Col- There's a solid foundation for
leen Stowe was accredited with next year's t e a m . "
her first goal of the season.
KALAMAZOO was Hope's
next opponent on Tuesday. Hope
came out in the first half fired to
earn their eighth straight win of
the season. The offensive line
bombared Kazoo's goalie time afOn Wednesday, at The Ameriter time scoring four goals and the
can Legion Golf Club, Hope's
defensive squad limited Kazoo's
cross-country team pummeled a
offense to only one attempt on
strong Calvin squad, 17-38. The
goal.
fired-up Dutch squad averaged a
In the second half both the
23 second per man improvement
offense and the defense continued
for all its 14 runners.
their fine attack scoring one more
Stu Scholl led a 1-2-3 Hope
goal and preventing Kazoo from
sweep of the top spots, running
passing Hope's 50 yard tine. Goals
24:16, in front of George Moger
made in this game are accredited
and Lou Hoekstra, 24:24 and
to Sue Berger, three to Anne
24:47, respectively! Kim SpalsDimitre, Karen Hartje and an asbury and Mark Ongley took 5 th
sist to Carol Fret.
and 6th with their best times of
The team's MIAA record is
25:11 and 25:17.
now 8-0. The month of November
Scott Bradley was sixth man at
finds the team traveling to Albion
25:55 and John Kostoshaik seized
for State Selections.
seventh with a 26:05. Calvin was
On October 16, Hope won the expected t o be a tough opponent,
MIAA crown with a tie against as they were tied for second with
Calvin. Scores in the game were Kalamazoo at 4-1 coming into the
credited to Anne Dimitre.
meet.

Field hockey team wins
The hockey team is continuing
their undefeated season with four
MIAA victories this past week. On
Thursday, Hope had their first
home game against Olivet College,
defeating them 5-2. The first half
ended with a score of 3-2 with
one goal by Jean Lambert and
two by Anne Dimitre.
HOPE HELD Olivet scoreless
in the second half but continued
their offensive attack with goals
by Karen Hartje and Sue Gebhart.
On Saturday, Hope traveled to
Adrian to participate in a quadrangular with Adrian, Albion and
Calvin Colleges. Hope's first game
was against Albion. Again Hope
came up with another victory
defeating Albion 3-1 with two
goals accredited t o Karen Hartje
and one to Anne Dimitre.
ALSO IN the morning the
second team played Albion. Being
their second game, the team
showed determination and togetherness but alas were defeated
6-0.
Hope's next opponent was
Adrian College. This game proved
to be Hope's toughest and closest
game. After the first half, the
score was a close 1-1 with a goal
by Sue Gebhart. After a fired-up
huddle- during half-time, ^ Anne
Dimitre scored minutes into the
second half.
NOW HOPE was faced with a
one goal lead with ten minutes
left in the game. Due t o . the

ALBION HAS a young but
seasoned squad. The team is composed primarily of sophomores
and juniors, with 9 of 11 starters
from last season back on both
offense and defense. They finished strongly a year ago, scoring
eighty points in the final two
games.
This year, however, the Britons
have been somewhat erratic offensively, and it is quite doubtful
they can improve their offense
against the Hope defenders, who
have allowed an average of just
over 3 points per game.
COACH RAY Smith characterized the Britons offensive attack
as more run than pass-oriented.
He also noted, "Despite last
week's loss, Albion is a very solid
ballclub. They have good athletes
in their lineup, and since the
beginning of the year we think
they've been one of the best
teams in the conference."
- A victory over Albion would
give Hope eight wins for the year,
tying the school record first set in
1958 and matched in 1959 and
1974. If the Dutchmen can come
through tomorrow, only Depauw
will stand between them and the
greatest season in Hope College
football history.

Calvin booters, 1-1
k "We did the things at Calvin
that make a good soccer team."
So Coach Glenn Van Wieren
assessed the 1-1 tie with the
Knights by Hope on October 22.
"Everyone had a wonderful performance there. Calvin is undefeated, in first place in the MIAA
a n d had been unscored upon.
h. "Yuji Takarada made the goal
on a center from Kurt Beerboom,
and we made a second goal that
was disallowed."
In sharp contrast, the 2-1 loss
to Albion October 24th was "a
real disappointment" to Van
Wieren. "We outshot them 36 U
14, but the difference that counts
is in the score. Our shots just
didn't go in. The desire to follow
up and make sure they do was
missing," Van Wieren said.
This was the Dutch's fifth loss,
four of those have been by only
one goal; the lone exception was a

Hope pummels
Calvin squad

3-0 loss to Kalamazoo. In "a key
loss," co-captain Glenn Swier was
injured in this game. Coach Van
Wieren, however, hopes to find an
"ample replacement," as "we have
a lot of hard workers" who will
fill the position for Hope.
Tuesday, the tribulations of
the booters continued, as they
lost t o Olivet, 3-1. Co-captain
Mahmood Masghati scored the
only Hope goal on a long direct
kick.
Hope's last two matches are at
home at Van Raalte field, and
student support would be greatly
appreciated, according to Van
Wieren. Today, at 3:30, they'll be
seeking a measure of revenge on
Kalamazoo College.
Next Wednesday, also at 3:30,
"the toughest team we face"
according to Coach Van Wieren,
Michigan State, will take the field
against the Dutch.

Something for Everyone
GIFTS * POSTERS * CANDLES
STATIONARY * SCHOOL SUPPLIES
SCRAPBOOKS * PHOTO ALBUMS
PLAYING CARDS * CHESS
CHECKERS

- HALLMARK BOOKS AHO PARTY G000SLAR6E8T SELECTION
OF GREETING CARDS.....
ANYWHERE!

MfrCMi
Penona!
Checks

STATIONERS
-THE THOUGHTFULNESS SHOPDOWNTOWN HOLLAND
NEXT TO PENNY'S

